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Hi! I’m Sharon Jurd and today I wanted to talk to you about building 
extra ordinary teams. Now, people come to me going, “I need a new 
team member and I want this extraordinary person to join my team.” 
And I quite often ask them why do they want an extra ordinary person. 
You know they’re very hard to find. They’re very far and few between 
and they’ll always agree with me on that going, “You know there’s lots 
of people out there looking for work but I can never find that 
extraordinary person for my team.”  
 
And I say to them, “Why? You know why don’t you go and look for an 
ordinary person, a person who is committed to your business, who will 
do the job, who will complete tasks and deadlines? You know, just that 
ordinary stuff. Because when you build a team of ordinary people they 
actually become a team of extra ordinary things. And if you have this 
extraordinary person that tend to whim of on their own and they’re not 
a team player and they think they’re better than everyone else and they 
actually don’t fit into the mold of a cohesive and great culture within 
your team.  
 
So, what I say is go out, find those ordinary people that will perform the 
task that you want to do. They don’t have to be extraordinary but what 
they have to do is fit in with your culture and the other team members. 
And when they all feel like they’re on an even playing field and that 
they’re all just “ordinary people” they’ll actually feel extraordinary. And 
that’s when amazing things happen in your business when that team 
comes together working to the common goal and you know the outcome 
is absolutely extraordinary. I’m Sharon Jurd and I’ll talk to you soon.  
 
Introduction: In this video, Sharon explains why it isn’t always wise to 
look for extraordinary people to join your team but instead focus on 
finding ordinary people who are dedicated to their work.   
 


